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One does not have to understand evil, all one has to do is know it does exist. 

We do not stand by Joe Biden in much of anything. What is happening in Israel is no exception. Joe Biden 

is both the catalyst and the cause of the atrocities happening in Israel. We shall not praise him for his 

Johnny-come-lately support of one of our strongest allies, Israel. Since he took up residence in the White 

House, he has been anti-Israel, even in destroying President Trump’s Abraham Accords. We believe him 

to still be anti-Israel in spite of his overtures of support. Practically up to the Yom Kippur Saturday, 

October 7th Hamas attack, Biden would not even take Prime Minister Ben Netanyahu’s phone calls and 

would not meet with him in the White House. We have learned that whatever Joe Biden says, believe 

the opposite, and when the truth finally frees us all, Joe Biden will rival Benedict Arnold in his betrayal of 

America and Israel. Even when that happens, the press will praise him and make him unaccountable. 

What Hamas has done in Israel is beyond war in the conventional sense because in conventional wars, 

rules of engagement are employed. What Hamas has done ‘beyond war’ is a campaign of torture and a 

sick enjoyment of torture. What is there to be gained by beheading babies and burning civilians alive? 

What can a baby do to you? Beheading babies is the lowest form of depravity that only Satan can 

appreciate and Hitler and Idi Amin can embrace. 
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Lest we forget, Joe Biden abandoned our allies in Afghanistan. He abandoned our soldiers, including the 

13 who ended up murdered by terrorists. In Afghanistan, he abandoned American citizens and our 

partners who have met or will meet the same atrocities and torture as those in Israel. He left billions of 

dollars in state-of-the-art sensitive military equipment that any anti-American and terrorist organization 

can get a hold of. He has left our southern borders open to do what? Welcome terrorists in to pull off a 

Christmas attack in America next? To destroy synagogues at will?  

It is becoming clearer that Iran is backing Hamas’ attack on Israel. The Biden regime has given $6 billion 

to Iran, and Iran has allegedly backdoored these funds to Hamas and probably to any other anti-

American and anti-Israel group. Those in the Biden regime know exactly what they are doing and why 

they are doing it. This explains why they are moving like turtles trapped in quicksand to rescue our 

citizens who are there or who have been kidnapped. It explains why Biden was so slow in addressing the 

nation. Regarding those six billion bucks given to Iran, it makes us wonder if the Big Guy is getting his 

cut? He is compromised and his actions now on Israel are all the more reason why he should be 

investigated and impeached along with his envoy to Iran, Rob Malley.  

We Stand with Israel not Joe Biden. 
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